risk of losing relevant information that can result in a decline in measurement precision. 6, 7 Moreover, because some items are not tailored to patients, the precision of the QoL measurement is not maximized.
Methods based on item response theory (IRT) can be applied to overcome these issues. IRT parametric models are currently used for the development of unidimensional item banks and are the basis of computerized adaptive testing (CAT). 8, 9 CAT administers only the items that offer the most information about a given individual, improving both the completion time and the measurement's precision. [10] [11] [12] However, IRT is based on fundamental assumptions (ie, unidimensionality, local independence and monotonicity) that may not be met for some real datasets. In addition, IRT models require an adequate sample size depending on the number of items and response categories. 13, 14 Moreover, the computational constraints due to several selection criteria in CAT, such as minimal expected posterior variance (EPV), may be inapplicable in practice. 15 An interesting alternative to IRT-based CAT may be to develop a CAT based on machine learning and decision trees (DTs); the most well-known method is classification and regression trees (CARTs). 16 These tree-based methods aim to get a partition of a data sample in a set of homogeneous subsamples and can be applied to both regression (decision regression trees, DRTs) and classification (decision classification trees, DCTs) problems. DCT and DRT differ according to the outcome of interest which is categorical (eg, presence of symptom [SPT] and health status) for DCT and continuous (eg, a QoL score) for DRT. Moreover, in DRT, the prediction of the response for a given observation is obtained using the mean response of the training observations in the corresponding subsample. In contrast, in DCT, the prediction of the response is obtained using the most commonly occurring class of the training observations in the corresponding subsample. The criterion to minimize to get the optimal partition of a sample is also different for the two approaches: in DRT, it is based on the residual sum of squares, while in DCT, it is based on the classification error rate. 17 DRT provides a simple way to represent the results obtained and does not require any model assumptions. Therefore, constructing a DRT-based CAT using an external criterion (eg, a test or dimension score) is a good way to avoid the IRT fundamental assumptions 18 and requires fewer computational resources. 15 To date, DT-based CAT has been mainly developed in the field of educational testing, [19] [20] [21] and several studies have reported that this nonparametric and non-iterative approach showed superior performance to IRT-based CAT, especially when IRT assumptions were not satisfied. 18, 22 To the best of our knowledge, the only applications of DT in medicine have been in the development of a CAT as a screening tool for depression 23 and a support decision system for the assessment of suicidal risk 24 using DCT. No study has presented a comparison between DRT-based CAT and classical IRTbased CAT in QoL measurements.
Thus, the aim of this study was to determine whether DRT-based CAT can be an alternative approach to IRT-based CAT in a single case of QoL measurements. For this purpose, we compared the performances (ie, the mean number of items administered, precision and validity properties) of DRT-and IRT-based CAT on a calibrated item bank measuring QoL related to mental health (MH) for patients with MS.
25

Materials and methods study design and setting
Data from an international, multicentre, cross-sectional study were used. 26 All the details about this study have been taken from a previously published study. 25 Patients were recruited between January 2004 and February 2005 from neurology departments in 15 countries: Argentina, Canada, France, Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, Lebanon, Norway, Russia, South Africa, Spain, Turkey, the UK and the USA. This study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and all applicable regulatory authority requirements and national laws. It was also conducted in compliance with the requirements of the institutional review boards and independent ethics committees of each of the 15 countries from which study participants were drawn. In France, it was a Comité Consultatif de Protection des Personnes dans la Recherche Biomédicale ethical committee. Written informed consent was obtained from patients before any study procedures were performed.
Population
The inclusion criteria for this study included the following: having a diagnosis of MS according to the McDonald criteria, 27 inpatient or outpatient, age superior to 18 years and informed consent.
Data collection
The following data were collected: 
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computerized adaptive testing in multiple sclerosis in position, involuntary body movements, vibration in legs or arms, weakness in limbs, tingling in limbs, inability to swallow, involuntary eye movements, visual problems, difficulty concentrating, fatigue, urinary incontinence and bowel incontinence) for which the total score was calculated as the sum of the SPT scores (a higher score indicated more severe SPTs). This list was elaborated by an international steering committee including 15 senior neurologists, two experts in QoL, one expert in health economics and two external advisors. 26 The 14 items were based on the impairment in the eight functional systems of the EDSS. 30 QoL was assessed using two widely used scales, the Multiple Sclerosis International Quality of Life (MusiQoL) 26 cAT development and simulations DRT-and IRT-based CAT were applied on 22 items from a calibrated unidimensional item bank measuring QoL related to MH. 25 We implemented a real-data simulation approach, ie, complete response patterns to the 22 items were used to simulate the conditions of the CAT assessments. We used the responses contained in the item bank to simulate the adaptive administration of items.
Qol item bank related to Mh
The item bank comprises 22 items issued from both MusiQoL and SF-36 questionnaires. In a recent study, 25 this set of items was calibrated using a partial credit model, with each item showing satisfactory "inlier-pattern-sensitive fit statistic" goodness-of-fit statistics (ie, 0.7 , inlier-pattern-sensitive fit statistic , 1.3). This study demonstrated satisfactory psychometric properties of the item bank, and the score computed from the item bank was reliable, correlated significantly with other QoL scores and showed good discriminant validity according to sociodemographic and clinical features. The initial different dimensions represented by this set of items were PWB, COP, REJ, RE, SF and MH. Patients' responses to these 22 items provided an item bank score, computed using maximum likelihood estimation. The score was logit-transformed to a scale ranging from 0 to 100 (with 0 representing the lowest and 100 representing the highest QoL levels). Differential item functioning (DIF) analyses showed that item biases were negligible across geographical areas, highlighting the cross-cultural equivalence of the item bank.
DrT-based cAT
In this study, we used DRT as defined by Breiman's CART method. 32 Briefly, the items in a DRT-based model are assumed to be formative indicators, ie, items are viewed as causes of the theoretical construct under consideration. 33 A DRT is constructed using an iterative process, in which a binary splitting rule is searched for. For each variable X j . in the data, a splitting rule of the form x j . a (a ∈ R is a threshold) is used to split the initial set of observations (denoted t 0 , the root of the tree) into two subsets t l and t r (the sibling nodes). Among the possible splits over all the input variables and all thresholds, the best split is defined as the one minimizing the sum of the within-class heterogeneity (or deviance) within the sibling nodes. Once the best split has been defined, the same process is applied to the two nodes t l and t r and repeated until subsets contain few observations (other stopping criteria can be considered, such as a minimum heterogeneity criterion). A predicted value is assigned to each subset of observations. Then, a pruning algorithm can be used to search for an optimal tree, given a penalized criterion (eg, deviance). A DT can be represented graphically and thus can be directly interpretable, given its simple structure. In the context of CAT, each node of the tree can be seen as a particular item of the item bank (eg, the root of the tree corresponds to the first item administered to a patient). According to the response provided by the patient, and given the threshold observed at each node, the choice of the next item is made, corresponding to the left node if the splitting rule is satisfied and to the right node otherwise. The series of items is administered sequentially, and when all the items are completed, a score is computed for the patient, represented by the predicted value in the corresponding tree node. Figure 1 shows an example of tree structure obtained from the item bank used in this study, fixing the minimal number of observations (or individuals) in a node to be split to 100 (ie, minsplit = 100).
The dependent variable Y was the item bank score. The input ordinal variables corresponded to the 22 items contained in the item bank. For tree construction, the only fixed parameter was the minsplit parameter, controlling the minimum number of observations that must remain in a tree node to split this node. The DRT-based CAT was run under four values of minsplit (100, 50, 10, 5), with lower values implying deeper trees. The CAT procedure was stopped when all items of a tree path were completed.
To predict the CAT score of a patient, the initial item responses can be used to follow the corresponding paths in the DT. For example, as shown in Figure 1 , if a patient responded with the highest modality to items 5, 7, 3 and 10, then he/she would be sent to the extreme right node of the tree and assigned a CAT score of 67.93. Therefore, the final CAT score is defined as the predicted value of Y in the terminal node (ie, the sample mean of the dependent variable in that node), given the series of ordinal responses. We used the R package "rpart" 34 to apply this method.
irT-based cAT
In contrast to the previous model, all the items in the IRT model were considered as reflective indicators. Following the study by Costa, 35 we may assume that these items were the manifestations of an underlying construct (ie, QoL related to MH). The item selection algorithm of the IRT-based CAT was based on the maximum Fisher information item selection (MFI), 36 relevant for polytomous items and adapted to an unidimensional item bank. 37 First, an initial latent trait estimate was provided to each patient (ie, the value was set to the study sample mean). The CAT algorithm selected the item where information function reached its maximum for the given θˆ estimate. The θ estimate was then updated given the patient's response and the item parameters using Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. 38 A new item was selected based on the new θˆ estimate and so on. The stopping rule employed was the prespecified level of measurement precision using the standard error of measurement (SEM). 39 A range from 0.33 to 0.55 has been selected, corresponding to reliability coefficients between 0.70 and 0.90. 39 For high-stakes decision making, a reliability coefficient .0.90 was expected. The IRT-based CAT was run under three levels of minimally required SEM (ie, minimum, middle and maximum values: 0.33, 0.44 and 0.55, respectively), ie, the CAT procedure was stopped when the SEM threshold was reached. The last updated θ estimate was the final CAT score. We used the R package "mirtCAT" 40 to apply this method. Figure 2 shows a diagram illustrating the IRT-based CAT algorithm used in this study. For the seven simulations (ie, four for DRT-based CAT and three for IRT-based CAT), CAT scores were computed. The mean number of items was administered, and precision and validity properties were assessed for each simulation. Accuracy was assessed using the level of correlation between the CAT score and the latent trait score based on the full set of items (R . 0.9 were expected). Precision was assessed using the root mean square error (RMSE). The RMSE is the square root of the mean square of all the errors. The error is the gap between the latent traits estimated by the CAT and the latent traits estimated by the full item bank. Smaller values of RMSE represent better measurement precision, and RMSE values #0.3 indicate excellent measurement precision. 41 The optimal CAT algorithm was selected based on the lowest number of items that matched with the most satisfactory levels of accuracy and precision.
A cross-validation was performed to assess the performance of our new DRT-based CAT approach and the stability of the optimal model. This analysis is presented in Table S1 and Figure S1 .
convergent and divergent validity of the selected cAT algorithm
To explore the convergent validity of this score, relationships were investigated between the CAT score estimate and all of the scores of the MusiQoL and SF-36 dimensions. The underlying assumption was that the CAT score would be more correlated with scores of the component dimensions of the item bank than with other dimensions not captured in the item bank. The discriminant validity was determined via comparisons of mean dimension scores across patient groups according to sociodemographic (ie, age, gender, educational level, marital status, occupational status and geographical area) and clinical (ie, EDSS score, SPT sum scale, disease duration and MS subtypes) features, using Student's t-tests, ANOVAs and Pearson's correlation coefficients.
Results
study sample characteristics
The study sample included 1,992 patients with MS. The mean age was 42.2 (SD = 11.9) years, 578 patients (29.5%) were male, 601 (36.8%) were unemployed, 592 (35.2%) had a high educational level and 372 (21.7%) were single. The mean duration of the disease was 11.1 (SD = 8.8) years, and the median EDSS score was 3.0 (interquartile range = 3.5).
DrT-and irT-based cAT development and simulations Table 1 gives the results of the seven CAT simulations.
The IRT-based CAT, based on a level of precision of SEM , 0.33, was defined as the most satisfactory CAT simulation, because this model was associated with the lowest number of items and performed the highest levels of accuracy (R = 0.96) and precision (RMSE = 0.22). With such a SEM threshold, the CAT score obtained is reliable to a level of 90%. In addition to these satisfactory results, this IRT-based CAT algorithm administered less than half of the initial items from the bank (on average nine items) to predict a QoL score. The other IRT-based CAT algorithms showed a lower performance. The algorithm with SEM , 0.44 got an acceptable precision with regard to the correlation (R = 0.90), but the RMSE value exceeded the expected value of 0.3. Despite its low number of items administered (on average two items), the algorithm with SEM , 0.55 did not show satisfactory accuracy and precision results. Concerning the DRT-based CAT algorithms, each simulation had satisfactory accuracy with correlations higher than 0.90. On the contrary, the precision results were not satisfactory for the model with minsplit = 100 (RMSE . 0.30). In contrast, the three other DRT-based CAT algorithms showed a good level of precision. For minsplit = 50, the CAT algorithm showed satisfactory precision indicators (R = 0.93, RMSE = 0.28), but did not outperform the optimal IRT-based algorithm (ie, SEM , 0.33). For minsplit = 10, the CAT administered as many items as the optimal IRTbased CAT but was more efficient in terms of accuracy and precision (R = 0.98, RMSE = 0.16). We decided to reject the DRT-based CAT algorithm with minsplit = 5, given its overly high number of items administered (14 items on average), which is associated with a negligible gain of measurement precision.
The DRT-based CAT with minsplit = 10 was defined as the most satisfactory CAT algorithm.
convergent and divergent validity
The DRT-based CAT score ranged from 0 to 100, with 0 representing the lowest and 100 representing the highest level of QoL related to MH. Convergent and divergent validity results are presented in Table 2 . Age was weakly negatively correlated with the CAT score. The CAT score was significantly higher for men, individuals with higher educational levels, those with jobs and those who did not live alone. No significant differences were shown according to the six different geographical areas. Regarding the clinical indices, no correlation was found with disease duration. As expected, the CAT score was negatively correlated with the EDSS score and the SPT sum scale, and it differed according to the MS subtype, with the highest scores observed for the clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) patients and the lowest scores observed for the secondary progressive (SP) patients. According to the QoL data, the CAT score was strongly correlated with the dimension scores from both MusiQoL and SF-36 questionnaires that were used to develop the item bank.
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computerized adaptive testing in multiple sclerosis leading to item selection bias or errors in estimates of item parameters from an item bank. For DRT, item discrimination is defined in a nonparametric way using a deviance criterion which is computed at each node split in the tree. DRT has less item selection bias from an item bank than IRT, especially when the calibration sample is small. 44 The second problem of IRT is the large estimation error in the beginning of the test 45 conducted to select items, with optimal measurement properties at the wrong estimated ability value. New item selection algorithms (eg, mutual information measure, Kullback-Leibler information and likelihood weighted Fischer information measure) have been proposed, improving examinees' ability estimation accuracy, but these new algorithms incur a significant computational cost because they require numerical integration over ability parameters. 18 On the contrary, DRT proposes a simpler ability estimation approach, which consists of estimating the subsample means at each node split in the tree. In this way, the test is less computationally intensive than IRT and does not require time-consuming computations. 18 Beyond these findings focusing on the item selection process, this study provided a broader reflection on the development strategy of new QoL measurements based on CAT technology. The item selection is the key step of CAT development, but the construction and the calibration of a QoL item bank are a crucial step in proposing IRTbased CAT. Indeed, IRT models require the examination of fundamental assumptions (ie, unidimensionality, local independence and monotonicity). However, the development of a QoL item bank requires substantial resources and time. It is unrealistic to develop IRT-based CAT, because it is expensive to develop, given the resources necessary to calibrate unidimensional item banks, even when the calibration time may be shortened based on a low number of items and avoidance of overly lengthy item selection stages. Pending completion of this important work (ie, developof a QoL item banks), the development of CAT based on DRT can be an attractive option because DRT does not require any assumptions or item banking procedures. DRT-based CAT can be developed from the total score of any validated scale.
We demonstrated that the optimal DRT-based CAT had satisfactory precision and accuracy properties. This DRT-based CAT algorithm administered less than half of the initial items from the bank (on average nine items). The level of correlation with the score based on the full set of items was higher than 0.9, and the RMSE was lower than 0.3. In addition, the external validity of the DRT-based CAT was consistent with our hypotheses. The DRT-based CAT scores were moderately correlated Notes: *europe includes germany, France, greece, italy, norway, spain and UK. **north America includes canada and UsA. ***eastern Middle includes israel, lebanon and Turkey. ****The eDss is an ordinal clinical rating scale ranging from 0 (normal neurological examination) to 10 (death due to Ms). Abbreviations: ADl, activity of daily living; BP, bodily pain; cAT, computerized adaptive testing; cis, clinically isolated syndrome; cOP, coping; gh, general health; DrT, decision regression tree; eDss, expanded Disability status scale; Mcs, mental composite score; Mh, mental health; Ms, multiple sclerosis; MusiQol, Multiple sclerosis international Quality of life; Pcs, physical composite score; PF, physical function; PP, primary progressive; PWB, psychological well-being; Qol, quality of life; re, role emotional; reJ, rejection; rFa, relationships with family; rFr, relationships with friends; rhcs, relationships with health care system; rP, role physical; rr, relapsing-remitting; sF, social function; sF-36, short-Form 36; sP, secondary progressive; sPT, symptom; ssl, sentimental and sexual life; VT, vitality.
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to compare DRT-and IRT-based CAT in QoL measurements. In this study, we demonstrated that the DRT-based CAT exhibited satisfactory precision and accuracy properties, equivalent to the best IRT-based CAT. This preliminary finding confirmed the interest of considering DRT for the development of CAT in medicine, and more largely this finding opens new avenues of research and reflection on the development strategy of new QoL measures. Our study suggests that DRT could be a relevant method for the item selection process in CAT development and an alternative to IRT, which is currently facing several unresolved problems. 18 In particular, IRT tends to select the items with high values of item discrimination parameters, with the EDSS according to a previous study. 5 The lowest DRT-based CAT scores were reported by patients with the SP form of MS, confirming that it is the most clinically aggressive and severe form of the disease. In this study, women had lower QoL scores than men, which is consistent with findings from one previous study. 42 Older age was significantly associated with worse scores, which is also consistent with previous findings. 42 Higher educational level or being in a couple was associated with higher QoL levels, as previously reported in similar cross-sectional studies. 26, 43 As expected, the DRT-based CAT score was more correlated with the dimension scores of the SF-36, with the MusiQoL constituting the item bank.
limitations
A limitation in our study is that there is an endogeneity issue between the items and the full score in the DRT applications. Indeed, the items are intended to determine the QoL score, while this criterion should be an independent external variable. This is not the case in IRT methodology, 46 where the score does not play any role during CAT score estimation.
Despite the satisfactory results in favor of DRT-based CAT, one of the main disadvantages of DRT comes from their lack of stability. The resulting tree structure can thus be very different when the data are subject to small variations. This issue presents an important perspective for future studies. It is possible to control this stability using tree aggregation methods, the most wellknown of which are bagging, 47 boosting 48 and random forests. 49 These methods can be used to construct higher-performing prediction models but imply a loss of interpretability. Future studies should focus on taking this disadvantage into account by testing different methods of tree aggregation to improve the results obtained in this study. Analysis of the stability of the CAT score will be undertaken based on DRT-based CAT developed from multiple resampling of the data. Although our study accounts for a large set of potentially relevant variables for external validity, other important factors such as depression should be included in the future study.
Conclusion
The use of DRT is a natural and intuitive way to develop CAT. Based on DRT, we have presented a new algorithm of adaptive item administration. This approach was equivalent to the more "classical" IRT-based approach when controlling some parameters of both methods. CAT simulations, as well as analysis of both measurement precision and external validity, allowed us to define an optimal algorithm to adaptively administer items measuring QoL related to MH for patients with MS.
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Supplementary materials cross-validation
To assess the performance of our new decision regression tree (DRT)-based computerized adaptive testing (CAT) approach and the stability of the optimal model, we used a resampling technique called "test set validation" which splits the data sample in two subsamples. The first subsample, containing two-thirds of the observations, was defined as the training sample, used to build the DRT-based CAT, the second subsample, containing the remaining observations, was defined as the test sample, used to validate the DRT-based CAT. This procedure was repeated for different values of minsplit ranging from 2 to 200. For each resampling, we computed the same indicators (ie, correlation and root mean square error [RMSE] ) to assess the performance of our method. The data sample was split 100 times in two subsamples for each value of minsplit: one training sample with two-thirds of the observations, one test sample with the remaining. For each test sample, we computed the same performance indicators as previously described (ie, number of items, mean score, SD and precision properties). The results were then averaged and compared to the ones obtained on the whole sample. Table S1 and Figure S1 provide the results from the cross-validation. The performances of the DRT-based CAT remained stable for each value of minsplit in terms of number of items and precision. In terms of predictions, the mean score (and SD) was close to the ones computed on the full data sample. According to Table S1 and Figure S1 , the most satisfactory DRT-based CAT = 10 with a lower number of items and a higher RMSE. 
